Summary: Style as a Formal System

The Concept of Style

At the beginning of Part Two, we saw how the different parts of a film relate to one another dynamically within its overall *form*. Now, having examined each category of techniques of the film medium, we may go on to see how these techniques interact to create another formal system of the film, its *style*. These two systems—style and narrative/non-narrative form—in turn interact within the total film.

Stylistic patterns are a major part of any film. Sometimes, though, we talk about style in several films by the same filmmaker. When we discussed sound in *A Man Escaped*, we characterized Robert Bresson as a director who makes sound particularly important in many of his films; we analyzed several important ways in which sound related to image in *A Man Escaped*. This use of sound is one aspect of Bresson's unique style. Similarly, we looked at *Our Hospitality* in terms of how its comic mise-en-scene is organized around a consistent use of long shots; this is part of Buster Keaton's style in other films, too. Both Bresson and Keaton have distinctive filmmaking styles, and we can become familiar with those styles by analyzing the way in which they utilize techniques within whole filmic systems.

Further, we can also speak of a *group style*—the consistent use of techniques across the work of several filmmakers. We can speak of a German Expressionist style, or a Soviet Montage style. In Part Six, we will consider some significant group styles that have emerged in film history.

Style and the Filmmaker

No single film uses all the technical possibilities we've discussed. For one thing, historical circumstances limit the choices that filmmakers have open to them. Before 1928, for example, most filmmakers did not have the option of using synchronized dialogue. Even today, when the range of technical choices seems far broader, there are limits. Filmmakers cannot use the now obsolete orthochromatic film stock of the silent era, although in some respects it was superior to contemporary stocks. Similarly, a successful system for creating three-dimensional cinema images without the necessity for spectators to wear 3D glasses has yet to be invented.
There is another reason why only some technical possibilities may be realized in a single film. Within a concrete production situation, the filmmaker must choose what techniques to employ. Typically, the filmmaker makes certain technical choices and adheres to them throughout the film. Across the film, a filmmaker will characteristically use three-point lighting, or continuity editing, or diegetic sound. A few segments might stand out as varying from the film’s normal usage, but in general a film tends to rely on consistent usage of certain techniques. The film’s style results from a combination of historical constraints and deliberate choices.

Filmmakers also deliberately select techniques that will point out story parallels. Piotr Sobocinski, cinematographer for Krystyf Kieslowski, says that in *Three Colors: Red*, a crane shot down to a fashion show was designed to recall an earlier camera movement, when the camera craned down as a book fell into the street. Similarly, in filming *Viva Zapata!* Elia Kazan tracked in on Zapata, who is ignoring the fact that a crowd of peasants is marching with him: “We had to go close on that shot and dolly [i.e., track] because what I wanted to show was his expression or lack of expression. We later contrasted that with a similar dolly shot on the police chief beginning to notice what was happening. The point was to contrast those two attitudes.”

Films setting up strong narrative contrasts will often reinforce them with sharp stylistic differences too. Jacques Tati’s *Mon Oncle* opposes the charm of old Parisian neighborhoods to the sterility of the new buildings that replace them. Mr. Hulot lives in a ramshackle apartment building on a quiet little square, while the Arpel family—Hulot’s sister, brother-in-law, and nephew—have just moved into an ultramodern house full of high-tech gadgets and chic but uncomfortable furniture. Scenes in Hulot’s neighborhood tend to be accompanied by jaunty music, except when sound effects or dialogue become important. In this locale, the camera stays outside his apartment, stressing the interactions of the many people living and working around the square (8.1). By contrast, the Arpel scenes contain no music. Instead, we hear the tapping of shoes on stone floors and the clicks and whirs of the absurd appliances. There are frequent shots inside the house, and the street is almost invisible behind the family’s metal security fence (8.2).

Many filmmakers plan the overall style of the film to reflect the progression of the story. For *Dead Man Walking*, Tim Robbins and his cinematographer Roger Deakins worked out a visual pattern to convey the increasing intimacy between the characters played by Susan Sarandon and Sean Penn, who talk to each other in a string of interviews spread across the film. Early scenes were shot to emphasize the wire mesh between the two, keeping it in focus and the Penn character more distant. Later, using longer lenses and slow tracking shots, the scenes minimize the barrier. Ultimately, when the characters are communicating through a cell door, reflections in the window make each one visible in the other’s shot.

**Style and the Viewer**

The spectator has a relation to style as well. Although we’re seldom conscious of the fact, we tend to have expectations about style. If we see two characters in a long shot, we expect a cut-in to a closer view. If the actor walks rightward, as if about to leave the frame, we expect the camera to pan or track right to keep the person in the shot. If a character speaks, we expect to hear diegetic sound that is faithful to its source.

Like other kinds of expectations, stylistic ones derive from both our experience of the world generally (people talk, they don’t tweet) and our experience of film and other media. The specific film’s style can confirm our expectations, or modify them, or cheat, or challenge them.

Many films use techniques in ways that conform to our expectations. For example, the conventions of the classical Hollywood cinema and of specific genres provide a firm basis for reinforcing our prior assumptions. Other films ask us to
narrow our expectations somewhat. Keaton’s *Our Hospitality* accustoms us to expect deep-space manipulations of figures and objects, while Jean Renoir’s *Grand Illusion* builds up specific expectations about the likelihood of camera movements. Still other films make highly unusual technical choices, and to follow them we must construct new stylistic expectations. The editing discontinuities in Sergei Eisenstein’s *October* and the use of minute offscreen sounds in Bresson’s *A Man Escaped* in effect teach us how to watch the style.

In other words, a director directs not only the cast and crew. A director also directs us, directs our attention, shapes our reaction. Thus the filmmaker’s technical decisions make a difference in what we perceive and how we respond.

Style, then, is the patterned use of techniques across the film. Any one film will tend to rely on particular technical options in creating its style, and these are chosen by the filmmaker within the constraints of historical circumstances. We may also extend the term *style* to describe the characteristic use of techniques made by a single filmmaker or group of filmmakers. The spectator may not consciously notice film style, but it nonetheless makes an important contribution to his or her experience of the film.

### Analyzing Film Style

As viewers, we register the effects of film style but seldom notice it. If we want to understand how these effects are achieved, we need to look and listen carefully. Since the previous four chapters have shown how we can pay attention to stylistic features, let’s consider four general steps in analyzing style.

#### Step 1: Determine the Organizational Structure

The first step is to understand how the film is put together as a whole. If it is a narrative film, it will draw on all the principles we have discussed in Chapter 3. That is, it will have a plot that cues us to construct a story; it will manipulate causality, time, and space; it will have a distinct pattern of development from opening to closing; it may use parallelism; and its narration will choose between restricted and more unrestricted knowledge at various points. (Not all films tell stories. We’ll discuss other types of form in Chapter 10.)

#### Step 2: Identify the Salient Techniques Used

Here the analysis will draw on our survey of technical possibilities in Chapters 4–7. You need to be able to spot things such as color, lighting, framing, cutting, and sound, which most viewers don’t consciously notice. Once you notice them, you can identify them as techniques—such as nondiegetic music or a low-angle framing.

But noting and naming are only the beginning of stylistic analysis. The analyst must develop an eye for *salient* techniques. Salience will partly be determined by what techniques the film relies heavily on. The jerky forward zoom in *Wavelength* and the rapid, discontinuous editing of *October* invite scrutiny because they play a central role in the overall effect of each film.

In addition, what is salient depends on the analyst’s purpose. If you want to show that a film’s style is typical of one approach to filmmaking, you may focus on how the technique conforms to stylistic expectations. The 180-degree editing of *The Maltese Falcon* isn’t obvious or emphasized, but adherence to rules of classical continuity is a characteristic of the film’s style. Our purpose in Chapter 6 was to show that the film is typical in this respect. If, however, you want to stress unusual qualities of the film’s style, you can concentrate on the more unexpected technical devices. Bresson’s use of sound in *A Man Escaped* is unusual, representing choices that few filmmakers would make. It was the originality of these sonic de-
VICES THAT WE CHOSE TO STRESS IN CHAPTER 7. FROM THE STANDPOINT OF ORIGINALITY, COSTUME IN A MAN ESCAPED IS NOT AS SALIENT A STYLISTIC FEATURE AS SOUND BECAUSE IT IS MORE IN ACCORD WITH CONVENTIONAL PRACTICE. THE ANALYST’S DECISION ABOUT WHAT TECHNIQUES ARE SALIENT WILL THEREFORE BE INFLUENCED PARTLY BY WHAT THE FILM EMPHASIZES AND PARTLY BY THE ANALYST’S PURPOSE.

STEP 3: TRACE OUT PATTERNS OF TECHNIQUES

ONCE YOU’VE IDENTIFIED SALIENT TECHNIQUES, YOU CAN NOTICE HOW THEY ARE PATTERED. TECHNIQUES WILL BE REPEATED AND VARIED, DEVELOPED AND PARALLELED, ACROSS THE WHOLE FILM OR WITHIN A SINGLE SEGMENT. CHAPTERS 4–7 HAVE SHOWN HOW THIS OCCURS IN SOME FILMS.

YOU CAN ZERO IN ON STYLISTIC PATTERNS IN TWO WAYS. FIRST, YOU CAN REFLECT ON YOUR RESPONSES. IF A SCENE BEGINS WITH A TRACK-IN, DO YOU EXPECT THAT IT WILL END WITH A TRACK-OUT? IF YOU SEE A CHARACTER LOOKING LEFT, DO YOU ASSUME THAT SOMEONE OR SOMETHING IS OFFSCREEN AND WILL BE REVEALED IN THE NEXT SHOT? IF YOU FEEL A MOUNTING EXCITEMENT IN AN ACTION SCENE, IS THAT TRACEABLE TO A QUICKENING TEMPO IN THE MUSIC OR TO ACCELERATING EDITING?

A SECOND TACTIC FOR NOTICING STYLISTIC PATTERNS IS TO LOOK FOR WAYS IN WHICH STYLE REINFORCES PATTERNS OF FORMAL ORGANIZATION. FILMMAKERS OFTEN DELIBERATELY DESIGN THE FILM’S STYLISTIC SYSTEM TO UNDERSCORE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DRAMA. WE HAVE SEEN HOW SHIFTING COLOR SCHEMES REFLECT THREE STAGES OF THE PLOT’S DEVELOPMENT IN WOMEN IN LOVE (4.41-4.43). FOR AMISTAD, STEVEN SPIELBERG AND HIS CINEMATOGRAPHER, JANUSZ KAMINSKI, TRACED THE SLAVES’ PROGRESS TOWARD FREEDOM BY LIGHTING AND SHOOTING THE FOUR COURTROOM SCENES IN MARKEDLY DIFFERENT WAYS, FROM GREENISH, SMOKY LIGHT AND SOMEWHAT SCATTERSHOT CAMERA WORK TO A FINAL SCENE IN THE SUPREME COURT, WITH CRISP ILLUMINATION AND SMOOTH CAMERA MOVEMENTS. IN DESIGNING PORTRAIT OF A LADY, JANE CAMPION AND HER CINEMATOGRAPHER, STUART DRYBURGH, KEYED COLORS TO THE PROTAGONIST’S MATURATION. ISABEL STARTS AS AN IDEALISTIC AND SOMEWHAT HEADSTRONG YOUNG WOMAN, AND THE BACKGROUND IS AN ENGLISH SUMMER, WITH BRIGHT GREEN AND YELLOW TONES DOMINATING. IN SIENA, AS SHE BECOMES CAPTIVATED BY THE SINISTER FORTUNE HUNTER OSMOND, THE PALETTE IS RICHER AND WARMER, WITH ORANGE AND CORAL DOMINANT. YEARS LATER, SHE IS UNHAPPILY MARRIED TO OSMOND, AND THE COLOR SCHEME IS STEEPED IN PALE BLUES. THE CLOSING SCENES RETURN TO THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE, RECALLING THE OPENING, BUT NOW, AS THE WISER, REMORSEFUL ISABEL CONFRONTS HER FUTURE, THE SNOWY LANDSCAPE IS BATHED SLIGHTLY IN BLUE, SUGGESTING THAT MEMORIES OF HER MARRIAGE STILL HAUNT HER.


AS WE SAW IN GRAND ILLUSION (PP. 202–204), STYLE MAY CREATE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN SITUATIONS, AS WHEN THE CAMERA MOVEMENTS SUGGEST THE PRISONERS’ UNITY. IT MAY ALSO REINFORCE PARALLELS, AS DO THE TRACKING SHOTS COMPARING RAUFFENSTEIN’S WAR TROPHIES AND ELSA’S. LATER WE’LL SEE HOW STYLE CAN ALSO REINFORCE THE ORGANIZATION OF NON-NARRATIVE FILMS.

SOMETIMES, HOWEVER, STYLISTIC PATTERNING WILL NOT RESPECT THE OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE FILM. STYLE CAN CLAIM OUR ATTENTION IN ITS OWN RIGHT. SINCE MOST STYLISTIC DEVICES HAVE SEVERAL FUNCTIONS, A TECHNIQUE MAY INTEREST THE ANALYST FOR DIFFERENT REASONS. IN 6.129 AND 6.130, A CUT FROM A WASHLINE TO A LIVING ROOM ACTS AS A TRANSITION
between scenes. But the cut is of more interest for other reasons, since we don’t expect a narrative film to treat objects as flat patches of color to be compared across shots. Such attention to graphic play is a convention of abstract form. Here, in a passage from Ozu’s *Ohayo*, a stylistic choice comes forward because it goes beyond its narrative function. Even here, though, stylistic patterns continue to call on the viewer’s expectations and to draw the spectator into a dynamic process. Anyone who notices the graphic match on red objects in *Ohayo* will most likely be intrigued at such an unconventional way of editing. And, if stylistic patterns do swerve off on their own, we still need a sense of the film’s narrative organization in order to show how and when that happens.

**Step 4: Propose Functions for the Salient Techniques and the Patterns They Form**

Here the analyst looks for the role that style plays in the film’s overall form. Does the use of camera movement tend to create suspense by delaying the revelation of story information, as in the opening of *Touch of Evil* (pp. 211–213)? Does the use of discontinuous editing create a narrational omniscience, as in the sequence we analyzed in *October* (pp. 257–260)? Does the composition of the shot tend to make us concentrate on a particular detail (4.138, the shot of Anne’s face in *Day of Wrath*?) Does the use of music or noise create surprise?

A direct route to noticing function is to notice the effects of the film on our viewing experience. Style may enhance *emotional* aspects of the film. Rapid cutting in *The Birds* evokes shock and horror, while the Mozart music in *A Man Escaped* ennobles the communal routine of emptying slop buckets.

Style also shapes *meaning*. We should, however, avoid reading isolated elements atomistically, taking them out of context. As we argued on p. 190, a high angle does not automatically mean “defeat,” just as a low angle does not automatically mean “power.” There is no dictionary to which you can turn to look up the meaning of a specific stylistic element. Instead, the analyst must scrutinize the whole film, the patterns of the techniques in it, and the specific effects of film form. For example, in *Grand Illusion*, the contrast between Rauffenstein and Elsa is heightened by Renoir’s parallel tracking shots.

Meaning is only one type of effect, and there is no reason to expect that every stylistic feature will possess a thematic significance. One part of a director’s job is to direct our attention, and so style will often function simply *perceptually*—to get us to notice things, to emphasize one thing over another, to misdirect our attention, to clarify, intensify, or complicate our understanding of the action. We saw this happening in our very first example, the ominous dinner scene from *Shadow of a Doubt*. Joseph Cotten’s obsessed monologue about “fat, faded, greedy women” is given strong emphasis through Hitchcock’s stylistic choices. The slow tracking shot toward Uncle Charlie’s face and his sudden turn toward the camera, putting us in Little Charlie’s place, make sure we study his expression and words, giving us a frightening insight into his madness (1.5–1.7).

One way to sharpen our sense of the functions of specific techniques is to *imagine alternatives* and reflect on what differences would result. Suppose the director had made a different technical choice; how would this create a different effect? Suppose Hitchcock had cut away to Little Charlie when she blurted out, “But they’re people too!” Switching our attention to her reaction might have relieved the dramatic pressure created by Uncle Charlie’s escalating bitterness, and it would have broken the steady buildup we feel in the camera movement that gradually enlarges his face.

To recall another example, *Our Hospitality* creates its gags by putting two elements into the same shot and letting us observe the comic juxtaposition. Suppose Keaton had instead isolated each element in a single shot and then linked the two elements by editing. The meaning might be the same, but the perceptual effects
would vary: Instead of a simultaneous presentation that lets our attention shuttle to and fro, we would have a more “programmed” pattern of building up the gags and paying them off. Or, suppose that John Huston had handled the opening scene of *The Maltese Falcon* as a single take with camera movement. How would he then have drawn our attention to Brigid O’Shaughnessy’s and Sam Spade’s facial reactions, and how would this have affected our expectations? By focusing on effects and imagining alternatives to the technical choices that were made, the analyst can gain a sharp sense of the particular functions of style in the given film.

The rest of this chapter provides an illustration of how we can analyze film style. Our example is the film whose narrative system we analyzed in Chapters 3–5: *Citizen Kane*. Here we follow all four steps in stylistic analysis. Since Chapter 3 discussed *Citizen Kane*’s organizational structures, we will concentrate here on identifying salient techniques, locating patterns, and proposing some functions for style in each case.

**Style in Citizen Kane**

In analyzing *Citizen Kane*’s narrative, we discovered that the film is organized as a search; a detective-like figure, the reporter Thompson, tries to find the significance of Kane’s last word, “Rosebud.” But even before Thompson appears as a character, we, the spectators, are invited to ask questions about Kane and to seek the answers.

The very beginning of the film sets up a mystery. After a fade-in reveals a “No Trespassing” sign, in a series of craning movements upward, the camera travels over a set of fences, all matched graphically in the slow dissolves that link the shots. There follows a series of shots of a huge estate, always with the great house in the distance (8.7). (This sequence depends largely on special effects; the house itself is a series of paintings, combined through matte work with three-dimensional miniatures in the foreground.) The gloomy lighting, the deserted setting, and the ominous music give the opening of the film the eerie uncertainty that we associate with mystery stories. These opening shots are connected by dissolves, making the camera seem to draw closer to the house although there is no forward camera movement. From shot to shot, the foreground changes, yet the lighted window remains in almost exactly the same position on the screen. Graphically matching the window from shot to shot already focuses our attention on it; we assume (rightly) that whatever is in that room will be important in initiating the story.

8.7 The opening of *Citizen Kane*. 
This pattern of our penetration into the space of a scene returns at other points in the film. Again and again, the camera moves toward things that might reveal the secrets of Kane’s character, as in the spectacular crane up the side of a nightclub to a skylight as Thompson goes to interview Susan Alexander (8.8–8.11). As the camera reaches the skylight, a dissolve and a crack of lightning shift the scene inside to another craning movement down to Susan’s table. (Actually, some of what seem to be camera movements were created in the laboratory using special effects; see “Where to Go from Here” at the end of the chapter.)

The opening scene and the introduction to El Rancho have some striking similarities. Each begins with a sign (“No Trespassing” and the publicity poster), and each moves us into a building to reveal a new character. The first scene uses a series of shots, whereas the second depends more on camera movement, but these different techniques are working to create a consistent pattern that becomes part of the film’s style. Later, Thompson’s second visit to Susan repeats the crane shots of the first. The second flashback of Jed Leland’s story begins with another movement into a scene. The camera is initially pointed at wet cobblestones. Then it tilts up and tracks in toward Susan coming out of a drugstore. Only then does the camera pan right to reveal Kane standing, splashed with mud, on the curb. This pattern of gradual movement into the story space not only suits the narrative’s search pattern but also uses film technique to create curiosity and suspense.

As we have seen, films’ endings often contain variations of their beginnings. Toward the end of Citizen Kane, Thompson gives up his search for Rosebud. But after the reporters leave the huge storeroom of Xanadu, the camera begins to move over the great expanse of Kane’s collections. It cranes forward high above the crates.
and piles of objects (8.12), then moves down to center on the sled from Kane’s childhood (8.13). Then there is a cut to the furnace, and the camera again moves in on the sled as it is tossed into the fire. At last we are able to read the word “Rosebud” on the sled (8.14). The ending continues the pattern set up at the beginning; the film techniques create a penetration into the story space, probing the mystery of the central character.

After our glimpse of the sled, however, the film reverses the pattern. A series of shots linked by dissolves leads us back outside Xanadu, the camera travels down to the “No Trespassing” sign again, and we are left to wonder whether this discovery really provides a resolution to the mystery about Kane’s character. Now the beginning and the ending echo each other explicitly.

Our study of Citizen Kane’s organization in Chapter 3 also showed that Thompson’s search was, from the standpoint of narration, a complex one. At one level, our knowledge is restricted principally to what Kane’s acquaintances know. Within the flashbacks, the style reinforces this restriction by avoiding crosscutting or other techniques that would move toward a more unrestricted range of knowledge. Many of the flashback scenes are shot in fairly static long takes, strictly confining us to what participants in the scene could witness. When the youthful Kane confronts Thatcher during the Inquirer crusade, Welles could have cut away to the reporter in Cuba sending Kane a telegram or could have shown a montage sequence of a day in the life of the paper. Instead, because this is Thatcher’s tale, Welles handles the scene in a long take showing Kane and Thatcher in a face-to-face standoff, which is then capped by a close-up of Kane’s cocky response.

We have also seen that the film’s narrative requires us to take each narrator’s version as objective within his or her limited knowledge. Welles reinforces this by avoiding shots that suggest optical or mental subjectivity. (Contrast Hitchcock’s optical point-of-view angles in The Birds and Rear Window; pages 219–221 and 240–241.)

Welles also uses deep-focus cinematography that yields an external perspective on the action. The shot in which Kane’s mother signs her son over to Thatcher is a good example. Several shots precede this one, introducing the young Kane. Then there is a cut to what at first seems a simple long shot of the boy (8.15). But the camera tracks back to reveal a window, with Kane’s mother appearing at the left and calling to him (8.16). Then the camera continues to track back, following the adults as they walk to another room (8.17). Mrs. Kane and Thatcher sit at a table in the foreground to sign the papers, while Kane’s father remains standing farther away at the left, and the boy plays in the distance (8.18).

Welles eliminates cutting here. The shot becomes a complex unit unto itself, like the opening of Touch of Evil discussed in Chapter 5. Most Hollywood directors would have handled this scene in shot/reverse shot, but Welles keeps all of the implications of the action simultaneously before us. The boy, who is the subject of the discussion, remains framed in the distant window through the whole scene; his game leads us to believe that he is unaware of what his mother is doing.

The tensions between the father and the mother are conveyed not only by the fact that she excludes him from the discussion at the table but also by the overlapping sound. His objections to signing his son away to a guardian mix in with the dialogue in the foreground, and even the boy’s shouts (ironically, “The Union Forever!”) can be heard in the distance. The framing also emphasizes the mother in much of the scene. This is her only appearance in the film. Her severity and tightly controlled emotions help motivate the many events that follow from her action here. We have had little introduction to the situation prior to this scene, but the combination of sound, cinematography, and mise-en-scene conveys the complicated action with an overall objectivity.

Every director directs our attention, but Welles does so in unusual ways. Citizen Kane offers a good example of how a director chooses between alternatives. In the scenes that give up cutting, Welles cues our attention by using deep-space
mise-en-scene (figure behavior, lighting, placement in space) and sound. We can watch expressions because the actors play frontally (8.18). In addition, the framing emphasizes certain figures by putting them in the foreground or in dead center (8.19). And, of course, our attention bounces from one character to another as they speak lines. Even if Welles avoids the classical Hollywood shot/reverse shot in such scenes, he still uses film techniques to prompt us to make the correct assumptions and inferences about the story’s progression.

*Citizen Kane*’s narration also embeds the narrators’ objective but restricted versions within broader contexts. Thompson’s investigation links the various tales, so we learn substantially what he learns. Yet he must not become the protagonist of the film, for that would remove Kane from the center of interest. Welles makes a crucial stylistic choice here. By the use of low-key selective lighting and patterns of staging and framing, Thompson is made virtually unidentifiable. His back is to us, he is tucked into the corner of the frame, and he is usually in darkness. The stylistic handling makes him the neutral investigator, less a character than a channel for information.

More broadly still, we have seen that the film encloses Thompson’s search within a more omniscient narration. Our discussion of the opening shots of Xanadu is relevant here: film style is used to convey a high degree of non-character-centered knowledge. But when we enter Kane’s death chamber, the style also suggests the narration’s ability to plumb characters’ minds. We see shots of snow covering the frame (for example, 8.20), which hint at a subjective vision. Later in the film, the camera movements occasionally remind us of the broader range of rational knowledge, as in the first version of Susan’s opera premiere, shown during Leland’s story in segment 6. There the camera moves to reveal something neither Leland nor Susan could know about (8.21–8.23). The final sequence, which at least partially solves the mystery of “Rosebud,” also uses a vast camera movement to give us an omniscient perspective. The camera cranex objects from Kane’s collection, moving forward in space but backward through Kane’s life to concentrate on his earliest memento, the sled. A salient technique again conforms to pattern by giving us knowledge no character will ever possess.

In looking at the development of the narrative form of *Citizen Kane*, we saw how Kane changes from an idealistic young man to a friendless recluse. The film sets up a contrast between Kane’s early life as a newspaper publisher and his later withdrawal from public life after Susan’s opera career fails. This contrast is most readily apparent in the mise-en-scene, particularly the settings of the *Inquirer* office and Xanadu. The *Inquirer* office is initially an efficient but cluttered place. When Kane takes over, he creates a casual atmosphere by moving in his furniture and living in his office. The low camera angles tend to emphasize the office’s thin pillars and low ceilings, which are white and evenly, brightly lit. Eventually, Kane’s collection of crated antiquities clutters his little office. Xanadu, on the other hand, is huge and sparsely furnished. The ceilings are too high to be seen in most shots, and the few furnishings stand far apart. The lighting often strikes figures strongly from the back or side, creating a few patches of hard light in the midst of general darkness. The expanded collection of antiquities and mementoes now is housed in cavernous storerooms.

The contrast between the *Inquirer* office and Xanadu is also created by the sound techniques associated with each locale. Several scenes at the newspaper office (Kane’s initial arrival and his return from Europe) involve a dense sound mix with a babble of overlapping voices. Yet the cramped space is suggested by the relative lack of resonance in timbre. In Xanadu, however, the conversations sound very different. Kane and Susan speak their lines to each other slowly, with pauses between. Moreover, their voices have an echo effect that combines with the setting and lighting to convey a sense of huge, empty space.

The transition from Kane’s life at the *Inquirer* to his eventual seclusion at Xanadu is suggested by a change in the mise-en-scene at the *Inquirer*. As we have just seen, while Kane is in Europe, the statues he sends back begin to fill up his
little office. This hints at Kane’s growing ambitions and declining interest in working personally on his newspaper. This change culminates in the last scene in the *Inquirer* office—Leland’s confrontation with Kane. The office is being used as a campaign headquarters. With the desks pushed aside and the employees gone, the room looks larger and emptier than it had in earlier scenes. Welles emphasizes this by placing the camera at floor level and shooting from a low angle (5.107). The Chicago *Inquirer* office, with its vast, shadowy spaces, also picks up this pattern (8.24), as do later conversation scenes in the huge rooms of Xanadu (8.19).

Contrast these scenes with one near the end of the film. The reporters invade Kane’s museumlike storeroom at Xanadu (8.25). Although the echoing inside Xanadu conveys its cavernous quality, the reporters transform the setting briefly by the same sort of dense, overlapping dialogue that characterized the early *Inquirer* scenes and the scene after the newsreel. By bringing together these reporters and Kane’s final surroundings, the film creates another contrasting parallel emphasizing the changes in the protagonist.

Parallelism is an important feature throughout *Citizen Kane*, and most of the salient techniques work to create parallels in the ways we’ve already seen. For example, the use of deep focus and deep space to pack many characters into the frame can create significant similarities and contrasts. Late in Thatcher’s account (segment 4), a scene presents Kane’s financial losses in the Depression. He is forced to sign over his newspaper to Thatcher’s bank. The scene opens with a close-up of Kane’s manager, Bernstein, reading the contract (8.26). He lowers the paper to reveal Thatcher, now much older, seated opposite him. We hear Kane’s voice off-screen, and Bernstein moves his head slightly, the camera reframing a little. Now we see Kane pacing beyond them in a huge office or boardroom (8.27). The scene is a single take in which the dramatic situation is created by the arrangement of the figures and the image’s depth of field. The lowering of the contract recalls the previous scene, in which we first get a real look at the adult Kane as Thatcher puts down the newspaper that has concealed him (8.28, 8.29). There Thatcher had been annoyed, but Kane could defy him. Years later in the story, Thatcher has gained control and Kane paces restlessly, still defiant, but stripped of his power over the *Inquirer* chain. The use of a similar device to open these two scenes sets up a contrasting parallel between them.

Editing patterns can also suggest similarities between scenes, as when Welles compares two moments at which Kane seems to win public support. In the first scene, Kane is running for governor and makes a speech at a mammoth rally. This scene is principally organized around an editing pattern that shows one or two shots of Kane speaking, then one or two close shots of small groups of characters in the audience (Emily and their son, Leland, Bernstein, Gettys), then another shot of Kane. The cutting establishes the characters who are important for their views of Kane. Boss Gettys is the last to be shown in the scene, and we expect him to retaliate against Kane’s denunciation.
After his defeat, Kane sets out to make Susan an opera star and justify his interest in her to the public. In the scene that parallels Kane’s election speech, Susan’s debut, the organization of shots is similar to that of the political rally. Again the figure on the stage, Susan, serves as a pivot for the editing. One or two shots of her are followed by a few shots of the various listeners (Kane, Bernstein, Leland, the singing teacher), then back to Susan, and so on (8.30, 8.31). General narrative parallels and specific stylistic techniques articulate two stages of Kane’s power quest: first on his own, then with Susan as his proxy.

As we’ve seen in Chapter 7, music can bring out parallels as well. For example, Susan’s singing is causally central to the narrative. Her elaborate aria in the opera Salammbo contrasts sharply with the other main diegetic music, the little song about “Charlie Kane.” In spite of the differences between the songs, there is a parallel between them, in that both relate to Kane’s ambitions. The “Charlie Kane” ditty seems inconsequential, but its lyrics clearly show that Kane intends it as a political song, and it does turn up later as campaign music. In addition, the chorus girls who sing the song wear costumes with boots and Rough Rider hats, which they place on the heads of the men in the foreground (8.32). Thus Kane’s desire for war with Spain has shown up even in this apparently simple farewell party for his departure to Europe. When Kane’s political ambitions are dashed, he tries to create a public career for his wife instead, but she is incapable of singing grand opera. Again, the songs create narrative parallels between different actions in Kane’s career.

As we saw in examining Citizen Kane’s narrative, the newsreel is a very important sequence, partly because it provides a map to the upcoming plot events. Because of its importance, Welles sets off the style of this sequence from the rest of the film by distinctive techniques that don’t appear elsewhere in Citizen Kane. Also, we need to believe that this is a real newsreel in order to motivate Thompson’s search for the key to Kane’s life. The realistic newsreel sequence also helps establish Kane’s power and wealth, which will be the basis of much of the upcoming action.

Welles uses several techniques to achieve the look and sound of a newsreel of the period. Some of these are fairly simple. The music recalls actual newsreels, and the insert titles, outmoded in fictional films, were still a convention in newsreels. But beyond this, Welles employs a number of subtle cinematographic techniques to achieve a documentary quality. Since some of the footage in the newsreel is supposed to have been taken in the silent period, he uses several different film stocks to make it appear that the different shots have been assembled from widely different sources. Some of the footage was printed so as to achieve the jerkiness of silent film run at sound speed. Welles also scratched and faded this footage to give it the look of old, worn film. This, combined with the makeup work, creates a remarkable impression of documentary footage of Kane with Teddy Roosevelt, Adolf Hitler (8.33), and other historical figures. In the latter scenes of Kane being wheeled around his estate, the hand-held camera, the slats and barriers (8.34), and the high
angular imitate the effects of a newsreel reporter secretly filming Kane. All of these documentary conventions are enhanced by the use of a narrator whose booming voice also mimics the commentary typical in newsreels of the day.

One of Citizen Kane’s outstanding formal features is the way its plot manipulates story time. As we have seen, this process is motivated by Thompson’s inquiry and the order in which he interviews Kane’s acquaintances. Various techniques assist in the manipulation of order and duration. The shift from a narrator’s present recounting to a past event is often reinforced by a shock cut. A shock cut creates a jarring juxtaposition, usually by means of a sudden shift to a higher sound volume and a considerable graphic discontinuity. Citizen Kane offers several instances: the abrupt beginning of the newsreel after the deathbed shot, the shift from the quiet conversation in the newsreel projection room to the lightning and thunder outside the El Rancho, and the sudden appearance of a screeching cockatoo in the foreground as Raymond’s flashback begins (8.35). Such transitions create surprise and sharply demarcate one portion of the plot from another.

The transitions that skip over or drastically compress time are less abrupt. Recall, for instance, the languid images of Kane’s sled being gradually covered by snow. A more extended example is the breakfast table montage (segment 6) that elliptically traces the decline of Kane’s first marriage. Starting with the newlyweds’ late supper, rendered in a track-in and a shot/reverse-shot series, the sequence moves through several brief episodes, consisting of shot/reverse-shot exchanges linked by whip pans. (A whip pan is a very rapid pan that creates a blurring side-wise motion across the screen. It is usually used as a transition between scenes.) In each episode, Kane and Emily become more sharply hostile. The segment ends by tracking away to show the surprising distance between them at the table.

The music reinforces the sequence’s development as well. The initial late supper is accompanied by a lilting waltz. At each transition to a later time, the music changes. A comic variation of the waltz follows its initial statement and then a tense one; then horns and trumpets restate the Kane theme. The final portion of the scene, with a stony silence between the couple, is accompanied by a slow, eerie variation on the initial theme. The dissolution of the marriage is stressed by this theme-and-variations accompaniment. A similar sort of temporal compression and sonic elaboration can be found in the montage of Susan’s opera career (segment 7).

Our brief examination of Citizen Kane’s style has pointed out only a few of the major patterns in the film. You can find others: the musical motif associated with Kane’s power; the “K” motif appearing in Kane’s costumes and in Xanadu’s settings; the way the decor of Susan’s room in Xanadu reveals Kane’s attitude toward her; the changes in the acting of individuals as their characters age in the course of the story; and the playful photographic devices, such as the photos that become animated or the many superimpositions during montage sequences. Again and again in Citizen Kane, such stylistic patterns sustain and intensify the narrative development and shape the audience’s experience in particular ways.
Summary

This concludes our introduction of the basic cinematic techniques and how to analyze their functions in the overall form of individual films. We offer further examples of analyses in Part Five. First, however, there’s one more factor that affects our experiences of the films we see.

Often, when we view a film, we think of it as belonging to a type or group of movies. Rather than say, “I’m going to see a film,” we may say, “I’m going to see a Western” or “I’m going to see a documentary.” Our friends are likely to understand what we mean, because such groupings are widely recognized in our culture. Part Five examines the main ways in which we categorize films by type.

Where to Go from Here

The Concept of Film Style

Sometimes the concept of style is used evaluatively, to imply that something is inherently good (“Now that’s got real style!”). We are using the term descriptively. From our perspective, all films have style, because all films make some use of the techniques of the medium, and those techniques will necessarily be organized in some way.


For essays on a wide variety of styles and films, see Lennard Højbjerg and Peter Schepelern, eds., Film Style and Story: A Tribute to Torben Grodal (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2003). For a survey of the different ways in which critics and historians have approached style, see David Bordwell, On the History of Film Style (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997).

An entire book has been written on the production of Citizen Kane, shedding much light on how its style was created: Robert L. Carringer’s The Making of Citizen Kane (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). Among other things, Carringer reveals the degree to which Welles and his collaborators used special effects for many of the film’s scenes. A tribute to the film, and a reprinting of Gregg Toland’s informative article on the film, “Realism for Citizen Kane,” is available in American Cinematographer 72, 8 (August 1991): 34–42. Graham Bruce illuminates Bernhard Herrmann’s musical score for Citizen Kane in Bernard Herrmann: Film Music and Narrative (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1985), pp. 42–57. See also Steven C. Smith, A Heart at Fire’s Center: The Life and Music of Bernard Herrmann (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991). A detailed analysis of the film’s sound is Rick Altman, “Deep Focus Sound: Citizen Kane and the Radio Aesthetic,” Quarterly Review of Film and Video 15, 3 (December 1994): 1–33.

Recommended DVD Supplements

Supplements for DVDs often discuss individual film techniques and their functions, but they rarely consider how style functions systematically. Here are bonus features that try for a little analysis.

“The Making of American Graffiti” deals fairly extensively with the film’s style and includes comments by the great sound editor Walter Murch. In “The Leone Style,” on the DVD of The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, several aspects of the director’s approach are discussed: the use of lengthy shots using a slow visual rhythm, juxtapositions of extreme long shots and extreme close-ups, imitations of paintings, and operatic grandeur.

“The Making of My Own Private Idaho” deals concretely with style as a formal system, comparing the techniques used at the film’s opening and ending, and tracing changes in the style as the story progresses. The featurette covers camera movement and angle, lighting, sets, and acting.

In “Elmer Bernstein and The Magnificent Seven,” film music expert Jon Burlingame compares musical and visual rhythm, which are sometimes strikingly in contrast. He also analyzes how the score’s themes and orchestrations function in the narrative.